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Abstract—This paper studies a form of parallelism termed
variant-based parallelism, which exploits commonalities and
reuse among variant computations in order to improve multithreading scalability. The problem is motivated by space
weather studies that aim to identify changes in the Earth’s
ionosphere caused by auroral activity, tsunamis, and earthquakes. Today it is common to execute cluster algorithm
variants with different parameters in order to determine which
ones best explain phenomena in empirical data. We propose
a novel approach and a set of optimizations to maximize
throughput in such clustering algorithms. This is achieved by
executing multiple clustering algorithm variants in parallel and
developing efficient approaches to concurrently cluster data
and maximize the reuse of results from completed variants.
We present evaluations on real-world space weather datasets
with up to 5 million ionospheric total electron content data
points as well as synthetic datasets with up to a million data
points. Results show a 1101% performance improvement due
to indexing tailored for variant-based clustering, and a 2209%
performance improvement when applying all of our proposed
optimizations. Our optimizations enable new approaches in
computer-aided discovery and could enable the short run times
required for early warning systems for natural hazards.
Keywords-Computer-Aided Discovery, Data Mining, DBSCAN, Parallel Clustering.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Scientific data volumes in the geosciences are drastically
increasing due to a multitude of sensor networks deployed
across the planet. To cope with such volumes, domain
scientists would benefit from computer-aided discovery and
data mining tools to help identify new phenomena. However, many data mining approaches are domain-independent,
leading to automatically identified features which lack a
true physical meaning. Scientists therefore resort to creating parameterized models based on various hypotheses,
which are then executed with different parameter values to
determine which model best describes reality. Even though
this problem can be approached via embarrassingly parallel
executions, doing so potentially misses many opportunities
for speedups via data reuse (e.g. intermediate results).
This paper studies the aforementioned form of parallelism,
here termed variant-based parallelism due to the use of commonalities and data reuse across similar computations. We
use clustering of space weather data [1] as a vehicle to study
this problem in a real-world context. In particular, our work
is motivated by studies of the Earth’s ionosphere, which
consists of charged particles from about 90–1000 km altitude

[2]. The ionosphere can delay signals received from satellites
(e.g. GPS satellites [3]) at different frequencies depending
on the Total Electron Content (TEC) along the line of sight
to each satellite. This proportional delay can be measured
by GPS receivers on the ground and used to create maps
that help track fluctuations in TEC caused by ground-based
phenomena such as tsunamis and earthquakes [4], and spacebased phenomena such as solar coronal mass ejections [1].
The application of data mining techniques such as clustering
helps identify regions of high TEC values that propagate
in a wave-like fashion in the form of Traveling Ionospheric
Disturbances (TIDs), which can disrupt terrestrial and spacebased communication or cause breakdowns of the power
grid [1], [5]. Efficient data mining using model variants
therefore has high societal relevance for natural hazards
monitoring, and is also relevant to other application areas
such as the detection of γ-rays [6].
Variant-based parallelism provides a systematic approach
to enhance parallel scalability and clustering throughput. Our
work leverages Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (D BSCAN [7]) to find patterns of arbitrary
shape as well as outliers in ionospheric spatiotemporal data.
Due to the nature of the application, we prioritize clustering
throughput rather than minimizing the response time of a
single clustering execution.
In addition, we make the following novel contributions:
• We introduce VARIANT D BSCAN, a parallelization technique consisting of executing algorithmic clustering variants
for different parameters in parallel and maximizing reuse
of data between variants to improve efficiency in a sharedmemory environment.
• We introduce indexing techniques that trade increased
computation for decreased memory accesses. This is due to
VARIANT D BSCAN being memory-bound in two dimensions.
We show that indexing is essential for efficient variant-based
parallel clustering.
• We advance reuse strategies for cluster results between
variants that are predicated on selecting relevant data from
completed variants. We propose two data reuse heuristics.
• We propose two scheduling methods to improve clustering
throughput. Our online scheduling problem arises as a function of the order in which variant clustering computations
are started and completed, which determines how and when
the data can be reused.
• We present evaluations on four real-world space weather

datasets and twelve synthetic datasets.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
problem statement and algorithmic background for our application context. Section III outlines related work. Section IV
introduces efficient indexing and data reuse approaches, as
well as novel scheduling heuristics for variant execution.
The experimental evaluation is detailed in Section V, and
Section VI presents the conclusion.
II. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT AND A LGORITHMIC
BACKGROUND
Space weather data for the ionosphere commonly consists
of a map of TEC values. A typical task is to select a
range of TEC values and determine clusters for the resulting
thresholded set of 2-D data points (e.g., red features in
Figure 1).

Figure 1: Example of a Total Electron Content (TEC) map of
the Earth’s ionosphere, obtained through GPS satellite signal
processing [2]. The data shown is that of dataset SW1, as
described in Section V-A.
A. Problem Statement
We present a new method for exploiting variant-based
parallelism and make the following assumptions:
• Let D be a database of 2-dimensional (2-D) points to
be clustered. Each point, pi , i = 1, . . . , |D|, is defined
by coordinates (xi , yi ).
• The clustering algorithm has to find a number of
clusters of arbitrary shape, while also detecting outliers.
This is satisfied by the D BSCAN algorithm [7], which
requires two parameters: (i) the distance, , that is
searched within the neighborhood of a point object; and
(ii) the number of neighboring points, minpts, within
 that are required for each point that is a member
of a cluster. In contrast to other clustering techniques,
clusters are defined by density: points that are found
near each other are assigned to the same cluster, while
points with insufficient density in their neighborhood
are outliers.
• Let V be a set of parameterized D BSCAN variants
denoted as vi , i = 1, . . . , |V |, where each vi is defined
by (vi , viminpts ), the input parameters of D BSCAN. For a
given V , there will be |V | different cluster results.
• We assume that we can store all relevant data in
memory.

The aim is to optimize the throughput of all the clustering algorithm executions with varying input parameters,
as defined by V . While the choice of  and minpts is
specific to the application, note that increasing the value
of  increases the neighborhood search time, and increasing
minpts increases the number of noise points. For a given D,
these values are chosen so as to obtain meaningful cluster
results (e.g., if  is large and minpts is small, then one
massive cluster can emerge, which is not valuable). As point
density increases, smaller  values are utilized. Ideal values
of  and minpts will therefore achieve a balance between too
much noise and too few clusters.
B. Background of the Clustering Algorithm
We briefly outline the principles of the D BSCAN clustering
algorithm, which is described in detail in [7]. This algorithm
is chosen as the core of this study because of its suitability
for ionospheric feature detection.
The threshold distance defined by  determines the neighborhood of p, N (p) = {q ∈ D|dist(p, q) ≤ }, with
the distance function dist(p, q) being an arbitrary distance
measure (e.g. Euclidean). For a given p, if |N (p)| ≥ minpts,
then p is referred to as a core point. There are a number of
reachability criteria set by the D BSCAN algorithm, described
as follows. First, given a core point p and a point q ∈ D,
we say that q ∈ N (p) is directly density reachable from p,
as it lies within the -neighborhood of p. However, points
(p, q) ∈ D may be density reachable if they are part of
a chain of connected points belonging to a cluster, i.e.,
p1 , . . . , pn , where pi+1 is directly density reachable from
pi , for each of 1 < i < n and p = p1 , and q = pn .
Points (p, q) ∈ D are density connected if there exists a
point r ∈ D, that is density reachable to both p and q.
Finally, a point p ∈ D is considered a border point if it is
not a core point, but is density reachable from another core
point. Border points are assigned to clusters, while points
unreachable by core points are outliers.
The pseudocode is outlined in Algorithm 1, which has
the inputs: (i) the database D of points to be clustered; (ii)
the threshold distance (); and (iii) the minimum number of
points, minpts, within the -neighborhood to be considered
a core point, and (iv) an index T (here, an R-tree [8]). The
algorithm returns a series of clusters (an individual set of
points belonging to a cluster is denoted as C), and the set
of points labeled as noise.
Due to space limitations we comment only on the key
points of the algorithm. After initializing the visited set,
cluster set, and noise set, the algorithm loops over all points
in D that have not yet been visited. The set of neighbors
within  of an unvisited point p, are obtained by searching
the points in D using the R-tree [8]. Note that a bruteforce approach at this step would require examining all
of the points in D, thus the algorithm would have a time
complexity of O(|D|2 ); however, it is claimed [7] that using

Algorithm 1 The Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise Algorithm (D BSCAN).
1: D BSCAN(D, , minpts, Rtree T )
2: visitedSet← ∅; clusterSet← ∅; noiseSet← ∅
3: for all p ∈ D|p ∈visitedSet
/
do
4:
C ← ∅ ; visitedSet ← visitedSet ∪ {p}
5:
N ← NeighborSearch(p, , T )
6:
if |N | < minpts then noiseSet ← noiseSet ∪ {p}
7:
else
8:
C ← C ∪ {p}; clusterSet ← clusterSet ∪ {p}
9:
for all i ∈ N do
10:
N ← N \i
11:
if i ∈
/ visitedSet then
12:
visitedSet ← visitedSet ∪ {i}
13:
N̂ ← NeighborSearch(i, , T )
14:
if |N̂ | ≥ minpts then N ← N ∪ N̂
15:
if i ∈
/ clusterSet then
16:
C ← C ∪ {i}; clusterSet ← clusterSet ∪ {i}

a spatial or spatiotemporal index such as the R-tree can
reduce the complexity to O(|D|log|D|), although this is
disproved in [9]. Next, the algorithm determines if a point
is a core point and adds it to a current cluster, or marks it as
noise. Each of the directly density-reachable neighbors of a
point are defined by the set N . Neighbors of points i ∈ N
are candidates to expand the cluster.
III. R ELATED W ORK
Efficiency improvements of D BSCAN for single cluster
execution, i.e., without variant parallelism, have been proposed in [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. In [10],
two phases of D BSCAN are parallelized, by denoting a
master that performs the clustering, and workers assigned to
range queries. The -neighborhood is retrieved for a point,
and if it happens to be a core point, then the resulting
neighbors are searched in parallel. The work in [11] also
employs a master-slave approach, decomposing the data
based on the distance between points. Other works have
used the MapReduce framework to execute D BSCAN on up
to 13 compute nodes [17], and 128 compute nodes with an
emphasis on load balancing to address skewed datasets [13].
A distributed-memory implementation of D BSCAN using
the disjoint-set data structure is presented in [14], and an
approximate version in [15]. The work with the greatest
scalability uses GPUs [18], and other GPU implementations
are discussed in [16], [19]. Spatiotemporal applications are
discussed in [20], and [21] attempts to reduce the search
space by exploiting the triangle inequality property.
A related algorithm that finds good parameter values for
D BSCAN is O PTICS [22]. It takes as input a maximum 
value, that we denote as δ, and a fixed value for minpts.
It generates an ordering of the data points in the database,
D, and corresponding cluster structures for all  ≤ δ. The
algorithm can yield clustering results similar to D BSCAN
for a large range of  values. Unfortunately O PTICS is
unsuitable if a range of minpts values are required in addition

to multiple values of .
IV. VARIANT-BASED PARALLELISM O PTIMIZATIONS
This section introduces a set of optimizations that are
required to successfully scale parallel clustering which includes the proposed algorithm, indexing approach, data reuse
strategies, and scheduling the execution of variants.
A. Indexing Approach for Shared Memory Algorithms
We employ an R-tree spatial index [8] to reduce response time of D BSCAN and efficiently calculate the neighborhood of points in D. Because D BSCAN is memorybound in 2-D due primarily to -neighborhood searches,
scalability in a shared-memory environment is limited. To
reduce memory accesses, we exploit the trade-off between
R-tree search accuracy and the number of candidate points
which may be within  of a searched point. As the number
of memory accesses decreases at the expense of more
computation, it allows -neighborhood searches to occur
in parallel across variants. A similar trade-off has been
explored to study moving object trajectories [23].
The R-tree creates an index for points inside a set of
minimum bounding boxes (MBBs). Let r denote the number
of points stored per MBB. Indexing each point in its own
MBB (i.e., r = 1) yields the most accurate search and
the tree contains |D| leaf nodes. To search the R-tree, a
query MBB is constructed around a point, pi ∈ D, that is
augmented by , where M BBimin = (xi − , yi − ), and
M BBimax = (xi + , yi + ). As r increases, the areas of
the MBBs increase and so does the probability that a query
MBB overlaps an indexed MBB, requiring more candidate
points to be filtered. Before indexing, we sort the points
pi ∈ D into bins in the x and y dimensions of unit width.
Algorithm 2 The NeighborSearch Algorithm.
1: NeighborSearch(p, , Rtree T)
2:
overlappingMBBSet ← ∅; candidateSet ← ∅
3:
MBB ← generateMBB(p, )
4:
overlappingMBBSet ← T.search(MBB, )
5:
candidateSet ← dataLookup(overlappingMBBSet)
6:
N ← filterCandidateSet(p, , candidateSet)
7: return N

The calculation of the -neighborhood set for a point p is
given in Algorithm 2 and called by the clustering algorithm.
The algorithm determines the set of MBBs that overlap a
query MBB and the set of points that are candidates that
may be within , and derives a query MBB by enlarging
p by . The index tree is searched, and results in a set of
overlapping MBBs. We index multiple points per MBB to
decrease tree depth and to reduce index search time. The
resulting MBBs contain multiple points, and a lookup array
maps the indexed MBBs to the individual data points in D,
yielding the candidate set. These points are then filtered to
find those that are within  of p, which results in the final
set of points.

B. Exploiting Data Reuse Across Variants with VARIANTD BSCAN
The main idea of variant-based parallelism is to use outputs of previously clustered variants (the cluster results) as
inputs to other variants. We take previously defined clusters,
find the points along the cluster edges, and incrementally
add appropriate points to the cluster. Reusing a previously
defined cluster obviates -neighborhood searches on all of
the points, thereby reducing the total response time for a
given variant and improving clustering throughput across V .
Reusing results from another variant requires defining
reusability criteria as follows: a variant, vi , can only reuse
the clustering results from another variant, vj , if it satisfies
the inclusion criteria vi ≥ vj and if viminpts ≤ vjminpts .
Therefore, when increasing  and/or decreasing minpts, an
original cluster that is being reused can only increase in size,
as all of the original points are guaranteed to still be part of
the same cluster. These are consistent with the reachability
criteria outlined in Section II-B.
Algorithm 3 The VARIANT D BSCAN Algorithm.
1: VARIANT D BSCAN(D, V , Rtree Thigh , Rtree Tlow )
2: parallel for vi ∈ E do
3:
Cv ← schedule(vi )
4:
if Cv 6= ∅ then
5:
destroyedSet ← ∅; visitedSet ← ∅
6:
clusterSeedSet ← getSeedList(Cv )
7:
for all j ∈ clusterSeedSet do
8:
if j ∈ destroyedSet then continue
9:
C ← ∅; C ← Cv [j]; visitedSet ← C
10:
MBB←generateClusterMBB(C)
11:
candidateSet ← Thigh .search(MBB)
12:
outsidePointsSet ←candidateSet\C
13:
for all p ∈ outsidePointsSet do
14:
neighborSet ←NeighborSearch(p, vi , Tlow )
15:
expandSet ←expandSet ∪ neighborSet ∩ C
16:
visitedSet ←visitedSet\expandSet
17:
ExpandCluster(D, vi , viminpts , Tlow ,
expandSet, destroyedSet, C, Cv )
18:
Cluster remainder of points with D BSCAN.
19:
else Cluster with D BSCAN.
20: end parallel for

Algorithm 3 outlines VARIANT D BSCAN. It reuses clustering results from previous variants (clustered with either
D BSCAN or VARIANT D BSCAN). Inputs of the algorithm are:
(i) the point database D, (ii) the list of variants V , and
two R-tree indexes, (iii) Thigh , and (iv) Tlow , corresponding
to a high resolution R-tree that indexes a single point per
MBB, and a lower resolution R-tree used to improve the
efficiency of the -neighborhood searches, as described in
Section IV-A.
The algorithm iterates over each variant vi in its main loop
(line 2), which is parallelized to cluster multiple variants of
D BSCAN simultaneously. For a given variant, vi , we check
a schedule on line 3 that determines if there is a completed
variant that can be reused (the schedule will be described
in Section IV-D). If no such variant is available, D BSCAN

is executed (line 19), clustering the points without reusing
any previous results as described using Algorithm 1 with
our indexing scheme from Section IV-A.
If a suitable variant has finished, sets containing a list of
destroyed clusters and of points that have been visited are
initialized in line 5, and appropriate clusters that should be
reused from within Cv are chosen by calling the getSeedList
method (line 6). This filters the list of total clusters, Cv ,
yielding a list of cluster IDs to expand, which is stored in
clusterSeedSet (the criteria used to determine if a cluster
should be expanded will be described in Section IV-C).
A loop then iterates over the candidate clusters that may
be expanded (line 7). Previous clusters can be destroyed
through the process of reusing cluster results. For example,
if cluster ca is expanded and new points are added to the
cluster that previously existed in another cluster, cb , we say
that cb has been destroyed and is not a candidate cluster
that can be expanded. We check to see if a given cluster has
already been destroyed on line 8. If the cluster has not been
destroyed, a new cluster is initialized (line 9). Then, we copy
all of the points that were in the previous cluster, Cv [j], to a
new cluster, C, (line 9), obviating -neighborhood searches
and filtering on all of these points (recall that Cv is the
list of all clusters and corresponding points from a previous
clustering result variant, whereas Cv [j] refers to the points
belonging to a single cluster).
Next, VARIANT D BSCAN marks all of the points that were
in the previous cluster as visited (line 9). Lines 10–16 find
the points inside the preexisting cluster, C, that will expand
the cluster (Figure 2 (a), unfilled blue points). The key idea is
to find these points with few -neighborhood searches. This
is accomplished by generating an MBB around the cluster
that is augmented by vi on line 10, leading to an MBB that
ensures that any points within the cluster that are within vi
of any other point will be found.
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Figure 2: Illustration of lines 10-17 in Algorithm 3. Across
(a)-(c), the blue points belong to a cluster. The blue unfilled
points are the ones that are found by the algorithm that are
used to expand the cluster. The unfilled black circles are
candidates possibly within  of points inside the preexisting
cluster, and solid black points are unclustered points.
On line 11, a high-resolution R-tree index is searched to
find all of the points within an augmented MBB around
the cluster (Figure 2 (a)). Using this high resolution index comprising each point in its own MBB reduces point
filtering overhead because the MBB enclosing the cluster

(line 10) is much larger than the MBB constructed for
an -neighborhood search around a point (e.g. the lower
resolution R-tree in Section IV-A). The search stores all of
the points found within the MBB in candidateSet, which
includes all of the points inside of the cluster C. The points
lying outside of a cluster, outsidePointsSet (Figure 2 (a),
unfilled black circles), are obtained by taking the relative
complement of the candidateSet from the set of points in C
(line 12). Neighborhood searches are then performed on each
point in outsidePointsSet (lines 13–14; Figure 2 (b)), with
the results of each search stored in neighborSet. neighborSet
therefore contains both points inside of C that will expand
the cluster, and points unassigned to C. We then isolate the
points inside of C by taking the intersection of neighborSet
and C, and add these points to a set expandSet that will be
used to grow the preexisting cluster (line 15, blue unfilled
points in Figure 2 (c)). Removal of the points in expandSet
from the set of visited points occurs on line 16. Finally, the
preexisting cluster is expanded on line 17 using the points
in expandSet following E XPAND C LUSTER (Algorithm 4).
Cluster points and corresponding MBBs are exemplified in
Figure 2 (c). E XPAND C LUSTER is similar to lines 9–16 in
Algorithm 1, but it includes the set of destroyed clusters
that are maintained while expanding the cluster. After all
of the selected clusters have been reused or destroyed, all
remaining points are clustered with D BSCAN on line 18.
Algorithm 4 The Expand Cluster Method.
1: ExpandCluster (D, , minpts, Rtree T , growPntsSet,
destroyedSet, C, Cv )
2: N ← growPntsSet
3: for all i ∈ N do
4:
N ← N \i
5:
if i ∈
/ visitedSet then
6:
visitedSet ← visitedSet ∪ {i}; N̂ ← NeighborSearch(i, , T )
7:
if |N̂ | ≥ minpts then N ← N ∪ N̂
8:
if i ∈
/ clusterSet then
9:
C ← C ∪ {i}; clusterSet ← clusterSet ∪ {i}
10:
if i ∈ Cv then
11:
id←getOldClusterID(i); destroyedSet←destroyedSet∪{id}

C. Selection of Cluster Candidates for Variant Reuse
An interesting question is what clusters should be selected
as reuse candidates between variants. The VARIANT D B SCAN algorithm (Algorithm 3, line 6) creates a list of seed
clusters that are candidates for reuse. As mentioned in the
last section, when reusing the points assigned to previous
clusters, candidate clusters for reuse may become invalid.
As an example, consider the cluster set C = {ca , cb } and
points p ∈ ca and q ∈ cb assigned to cluster ca and cb ,
respectively. If cluster ca is reused and new points are added
to the cluster and q becomes directly density reachable from
p, then q is added to cluster ca . Cluster cb is then invalid
for reuse, as one of its points has been reassigned.
We propose 3 cluster reuse prioritization techniques:

1) C LUS D EFAULT– Select clusters in the order in which
they were originally generated.
2) C LUS D ENSITY– Select clusters for reuse in order of
highest to lowest density. We use a simple density
measure: |C|/a, where |C| is the number of points
in the cluster C, and a is the area of an MBB that
circumscribes the cluster.
3) C LUS P TS S QUARED– The same as C LUS D ENSITY,
except using |C|2 /a. If there are clusters with a large
fraction of the points in D, then this metric may be
preferable to the density metric above, as a very dense
cluster may not contain a large number of points.
Optimizing for cluster reuse can potentially yield a significant reduction in the number of -neighborhood searches to
improve clustering throughput. For example, one approach is
to prioritize the clusters with the greatest number of points
to maximize reuse, since if the cluster with fewer points
is selected, then -neighborhood searches will need to be
performed on all of the points in the larger cluster. More
advanced choices of which cluster to reuse are possible, although these may have computational costs which outweigh
their benefits.
D. Variant Scheduling
The parameterized cluster algorithm variants (vi ∈ V ) are
executed by different threads. VARIANT D BSCAN will cluster
from scratch if no appropriate variants can be reused (Section IV-B). Variants in V are sorted first by non-decreasing

 and then by non-increasing minpts (i.e., vi ≤ vi+1
, then
minpts
minpts


sort by vi
≥ vi+1 ⇐⇒ vi = vi+1 ). Each thread starts
by clustering from scratch when no reuse is possible.
As an example for the need of scheduling, consider
Figure 3 (a) showing a dependency tree that minimizes the
component-wise differences between parameters (the output
of one variant is shown as input into another). Assuming
global knowledge and disregarding the ordering of variants,
the instance (0.6,20) could reuse (0.2,32) because  = 0.6 >
0.2 and minpts is smaller. However, it is more beneficial to
reuse (0.6,24) to minimize the component-wise difference in
parameters, thus potentially improving the fraction of points
that are reused.
Figures 3 (b) and (c) illustrate two possible schedules
resulting from this tree. From S1 , after vi = (0.2, 32) is
clustered from scratch (within VARIANT D BSCAN, line 19),
the rest of the variants can reuse previous clustering results.
The ordering of processing variants in Figure 3 (b) and (c)
assumes that a single thread performs all of the clustering
sequentially (T = 1). We propose two thread scheduling
heuristics:
1) S CHED G REEDY– A thread is assigned a variant and
will cluster with VARIANT D BSCAN using the results
of a completed variant with the smallest difference
in parameters (e.g., Figure 3 (b)). If no variant can

(0.2,28)
(0.2,32)

(0.2,24)

(0.2,20)

(0.4,28)

(0.4,24)

(0.4,20)

(0.6,32)

(0.6,28)

(0.6,24)

(0.4,32)
(0.6,20)

(a)

( (0.2,32),(0.2,28),(0.2,24),(0.2,20),(0.4,32),(0.4,28),
(0.4,24),(0.4,20),(0.6,32),(0.6,28),(0.6,24),(0.6,20) )
(b) Schedule 1

( (0.2,32),(0.4,32),(0.6,32),(0.2,28),(0.2,24),(0.2,20),
(0.4,28),(0.4,24),(0.4,20),(0.6,28),(0.6,24),(0.6,20) )
(c) Schedule 2

Figure 3: (a) Dependency tree with neighboring nodes
(vi , viminpts ) that have minimal difference between input
parameters across variants partially ordered by vi ≥ vj
and viminpts ≤ vjminpts , where vi reuses results from vj . (b)
Example schedule derived from a depth-first ordering of the
dependency tree with T = 1 threads. (c) Example schedule
that prioritizes clustering minpts values first with T = 1.

be reused, then the variant with the smallest  and
largest minpts value is clustered from scratch (line 19
in VARIANT D BSCAN).
2) S CHED M INPTS– Create an ordered list with all
unique vi in elements of the set V that have maximum
minpts values (e.g., select (0.2,32), (0.4,32), (0.6,32)
in Figure 3). This list will be prioritized first to
be clustered from scratch. This allows subsequent
threads to cluster with VARIANT D BSCAN using a
completed variant that may more likely have similar
parameters. All remaining variants will be clustered
with VARIANT D BSCAN using the criteria outlined in
S CHED G REEDY. This is shown in Figure 3 (c).
Threads are assigned to variants using a thread pool.
The heuristics above exploit two aspects of data reuse: (i)
minimizing the time to solution of individual variants such
that they can be reused for future variants (S CHED G REEDY);
and (ii) maximizing the diversity of clustered variants so that
more point reuse may be achieved (S CHED M INPTS). These
two data reuse considerations are conflated with T . Given
|V | and T , initially all threads will cluster with D BSCAN as
no variants can be reused (line 19 in Algorithm 3); therefore,
the maximum fraction f of variants that are candidates to
(so at minimum, ≥ 1 − f are
reuse data are f = |V|V|−T
|
clustered from scratch).
V. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
A. Datasets
We utilize 3 different classes of datasets to enable an
evaluation under different scenarios (Table I). Class SWconsists of real-world space weather TEC datasets using
the GPS processing methods described in [2]. Classes cFand cV- are synthetic datasets created in order to conduct

experiments on various point distributions. In the synthetic
datasets, a fraction of the points are: (i) assigned to synthetic
clusters, the center of which is selected at random in a 2D region; and (ii) uniformly distributed noise points. The
class cF- contains a fixed number of synthetic clusters for a
given number of total points, where the number of clusters
is calculated as |D| × 10−4 . There are a uniform number
of points per cluster, determined by the fraction of points
that are not noise; these noise points may have the effect
of producing additional or larger clusters when clustering.
Class cV- varies the number of points per cluster, where
the total number of points assigned to clusters is calculated
as in cF-. The number of points assigned to a cluster was
generated in the range of 0%–500% of those in the cF- class.
All datasets are available at [24].
Table I: Characteristics of Datasets
Dataset
cF 1M 5N
cF 100k 5N
cF 10k 5N
cF 1M 15N
cF 1M 30N
cF 100k 30N
cF 10k 30N
cV 1M 5N

|D|
106
105
104
106
106
105
104
106

Noise
5%
5%
5%
15%
30%
30%
30%
5%

Dataset
cV 1M 15N
cV 1M 30N
cV 100k 30N
cV 10k 30N
SW1
SW2
SW3
SW4

|D|
106
106
105
104
1864620
3162522
4179436
5159737

Noise
15%
30%
30%
30%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

B. Experimental Methodology
We develop the multithreaded implementations using
OpenMP in C++ using the O3 compiler optimization flag.
The executions occur on up to 16 cores of dedicated
2.40 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 processors with 20 MB
L3 cache. Response times are averaged over 3 trials.
The selection of  and minpts values for the variants
in V is not trivial, and |V | must be sufficient to demonstrate successful data reuse. We select values which give
a reasonable number of clusters with regards to the size
of the dataset and avoid selecting  and minpts such that
either one or zero clusters emerges. A heuristic [7] for
selecting minpts finds 4 to be a good value; we therefore use 4 as the smallest value. Due to space constraints, we cannot list each variant in V in the form
vi = (vi , viminpts ), so we use the following notation where
minpts

applicable: A = {vi , vi+1
, . . . }, B = {vjminpts , vj+1
, . . . },
where V = A × B (V is the Cartesian product of the two
sets). For example, if A = {0.1, 0.2}, B = {1, 2} then
V = {(0.1, 1), (0.1, 2), (0.2, 1), (0.2, 2)}. We compare the
performance of the implementations to a reference implementation that executes D BSCAN (Algorithms 1 and 2) with
T = 1 and r = 1 (sequential without index optimization).
C. Efficient Indexing for Variant-Parallel Clustering
As described in Section IV-A, one challenge of executing
multiple variants in parallel is the memory-bound nature of
clustering from scratch with D BSCAN in 2-D. Therefore, we
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D. Efficient Data Reuse for Variant-Parallel Clustering
We outline the efficiency of reusing cluster results between variants as described in Section IV-C, and Algorithm 3. We use T = 1 (a single thread clusters all of
the variants) to demonstrate data reuse independently of
clustering the variants in parallel. We utilize |V | = 24 that
are applied to each dataset, outlined in Table III (S2).

CF
_1

CF
_1

elect to index multiple points per MBB (r) in the R-tree.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the indexing scheme,
a number of threads concurrently perform D BSCAN on 16
identical variants; we elect to cluster the same variant multiple times, so that our results can be interpreted without being
confounded by other effects, such as uneven workloads
assigned to different threads. When the number of threads
T = 1, a single thread sequentially clusters 16 variants,
whereas when T = 16 each thread (core) concurrently
clusters a single variant. We utilize datasets and parameters
as shown in Table II (S1). The synthetic datasets have been
chosen to illuminate the performance with realistic levels of
noise (5–30%) and number of data points (104 –106 ).
Figure 4 shows the relative speedup as the ratio of
the response time of the reference implementation to the
multithreaded implementation (T = 16 with various values
of r) vs. each scenario in S1. We show r = 1 with T = 16
(blue bars), corresponding to no index optimization, but with
each thread concurrently clustering a single variant. Index
optimization is achieved by selecting a value of r that leads
to a good response time; this in turn is affected by the spatial
data distribution, the number of MBBs which is calculated
as d|D|/re, depth of the R-tree, and the value of . We do not
explore these factors individually, instead we determine good
values of r empirically. We find that the range of good values
of r is relatively consistent (70 ≤ r ≤ 110) across S1. We
highlight those values in Figure 4. If r = 1 and T = 16, then
the maximum speedup is 2.37× (cF 1M 5N); however, by
using efficient indexing, we achieve relative speedup values
from 7.91× on cF 10k 5N to 31.96× on cV 10k 30N. The
real-world SW1 dataset with r = 100 is 1101% faster than
the reference implementation. This evaluation and those to
follow are not exhaustive of the different parameter values
of D BSCAN; Scenario S1 demonstrates that without efficient
indexing, multithreaded implementations are inhibited by
memory-bound -neighborhood calculations.
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Table II: Scenario 1 (S1)

Dataset

Figure 4: Relative speedup of VARIANT D BSCAN using S1
compared to the reference implementation. VARIANT D B SCAN is configured with T = 16 (each thread executing a
single variant) and using good values for r (see text). Values
over y = 1 show a performance gain.
Table III: Scenario 2 (S2)
Dataset
cF 1M 5N, cV 1M 5N,
cF 1M 15N, cV 1M 15N,
cF 1M 30N, cV 1M 30N,
SW1

Parameters
For all datasets:
V = A × B, where
A = {0.2, 0.4, 0.6},
B = {4, 8, . . . , 32}, |V | = 24

In Figure 5, we show the response time and the fraction of
points reused for each individual variant in the SW1 dataset.
Variant vi = (0.2, 32) is clustered from scratch (line 19
in VARIANT D BSCAN), and the rest are clustered using the
S CHED G REEDY ordering. We observe that high data reuse
leads to lower response time. In comparison to C LUS D E FAULT (Figure 5 (a)), we find that using the C LUS D ENSITY
(Figure 5 (b)) significantly reduces the response time across
the individual variants. C LUS P TS S QUARED leads to poor
performance (Figure 5 (c)).
To summarize results of all variants in Figure 5, Figure 6
shows that across data reuse methods, high reuse leads
to low response time. In the low reuse regime, where
more -neighborhood searches occur, the difference in response time across  values is more pronounced than it
is in the high data reuse regime. To cluster V , the reference implementation yields a response time of 1235.0 s,
and when using VARIANT D BSCAN the response time is:
801.5 s (C LUS D EFAULT), 185.8 s (C LUS D ENSITY), and
1282.6 s (C LUS P TS S QUARED). VARIANT D BSCAN with
C LUS P TS S QUARED is slower than the reference implementation (sequential D BSCAN), while with C LUS D ENSITY it
is 565% faster. The slowdown using C LUS P TS S QUARED
illustrates that reusing results can degrade performance if
high data reuse cannot be achieved.
We summarize similar results for other datasets in Figure 7 (a); we plot the relative speedup as the ratio of the response time of the reference implementation to the response
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Figure 5: Response time (left y-axis) and fraction of points reused (right y-axis) vs. individual variant for SW1 in S2 using the
three cluster reuse schemes (a) C LUS D EFAULT, (b) C LUS D ENSITY, and (c) C LUS P TS S QUARED. All variants are clustered
with T = 1, and r = 70, with variant parameters (, minpts) shown below each bar.
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Figure 6: Response time vs. fraction of points reused, where
values are grouped by  family (color), and cluster reuse
scheme (marker shape); response time and reuse values from
Figure 5 (a)–(c) are shown (from SW1 in S2). Response
times are lower if sufficient data reuse occurs.

time using VARIANT D BSCAN. The minimum and maximum
relative speedup values for the synthetic datasets are 6.88×,
and 28.3×, respectively. The performance improvements
for the datasets with the most noise (cF 1M 30N, and
cV 1M 30N) are the lowest. Thus, datasets with a low degree of noise will benefit the most from VARIANT D BSCAN.
In Figure 7 (b), we show the average number of points reused
across all of V for each dataset. For the datasets that have the
most noise, ∼ 60% of points on average are reused between
variants. We conclude that reusing data between variants
can significantly improve performance on both synthetic
and real-world datasets (recall that T = 1 using both
VARIANT D BSCAN and the reference implementation).
The order in which points are processed can slightly
change clustering results, as points can be misidentified
when comparing the output of D BSCAN to VARIANT D B SCAN . We evaluate the quality of the results using the metric
in [25], by comparing the cluster or noise assignment of
each point in VARIANT D BSCAN vs. D BSCAN. If a point
is misidentified as a noise (or non-noise) point, then the
point receives a score of 0. If a point is in a cluster in
both executions, then it receives a score between 0 and
|
1 as |E∩F
|E∪F | , where E is the cluster assigned to the point

using D BSCAN and F is the cluster assigned to the point in
VARIANT D BSCAN. The average quality score of a variant
is the average of all of the quality scores of the individual
points. Figure 7 (c) plots a selection of quality scores for the
results in Figure 7 (a), where we show the average of the
quality scores across all |V | = 24 variants. The lowest average quality score is 0.998, showing that VARIANT D BSCAN
yields nearly identical output to D BSCAN.
E. Combining Indexing, Data Reuse, and Scheduling
Above, we have shown that significant performance gains
can be achieved using efficient indexing techniques and
reusing data between variants. We combine indexing and
result reuse in a multithreaded implementation that relies on
assigning variants to threads based on the input parameters.
To demonstrate the utility of the scheduling algorithms when
multiple threads are concurrently clustering with VARIANTD BSCAN, we use two sets of variants, one with a smaller
number of values for  than minpts, and one with the
converse. Due to the size of SW4, in that one instance, a
different set of variants is employed. We utilize the datasets
and parameters in Table IV (S3). Recall that if no completed
variants can be reused, then the variant is clustered from
scratch (line 19 in Algorithm 3). When T = 16, 16 threads
initially cluster with D BSCAN, as no results exist that can
be reused. The maximum fraction of variants that can be
57−16
reused for V1 , V2 , and V3 is f = |V|V|−T
= 0.719.
| =
32
Table IV: Scenario 3 (S3)
Dataset (V )
SW1 (V1 , V3 )
SW2 (V1 , V3 )
SW3 (V1 , V3 )
SW4 (V2 , V3 )

V
V1
V2
V3

A
B
{0.2, 0.3, 0.4}
{10, 15, . . . , 100}
{0.15, 0.25, 0.35}
{10, 15, . . . , 100}
{0.04, 0.06, . . . , 0.4}
{4, 8, 16}
V = A × B; |V1 | = |V2 | = |V3 | = 57

Figure 8 shows the relative speedup using the cluster reuse
and scheduling algorithms on the four real-world datasets.
Across all scenarios, C LUS D ENSITY (green and purple bars)
outperforms C LUS P TS S QUARED. In experimental scenarios
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Figure 7: (a) Relative speedup of VARIANT D BSCAN with S2 compared to the reference implementation (values over y = 1
indicate a performance gain). VARIANT D BSCAN is configured with S CHED G REEDY, and r = 70. The 3 cluster reuse
schemes are shown: C LUS D EFAULT (blue), C LUS D ENSITY (cyan), and C LUS P TS S QUARED (red). (b) Average fraction of
points reused across each variant in V in each experimental scenario shown in (a). (c) Quality of results; see text for details.

Figure 8: Relative speedup of VARIANT D BSCAN (using
the scheduling and cluster reuse algorithms and T = 16)
compared to the reference implementation, vs. each SWdataset in S3. The left-most four scenarios have a smaller
number of values for  than minpts (V1 , and V2 ), and the
converse is shown in the four right-most scenarios (V3 ).

with C LUS D ENSITY, S CHED G REEDY outperforms S CHED M INPTS in 6 of 8 instances. An interesting question is to
what extent this is a function of prioritizing variants, or to
what extent it is due to resource underutilization. We select
a scenario where the performance is significantly different
between scheduling heuristics.
Figure 9 shows a comparison of the makespans that
contrast the two scheduling heuristics when processing V3
with C LUS D ENSITY on SW1 in S3. Overall, reusing data
with VARIANT D BSCAN (red bars) requires less time than
when clustering from scratch (blue bars). Comparing Figure 9 (a) and (b), three more variants are clustered from
scratch (shown in blue) when using S CHED M INPTS, as it
attempts to cluster a wider range of  values to improve
data reuse, and this is a function of the parameters in
V3 of S3. If the initial number of variants clustered from
scratch were ≤ T = 16, then S CHED G REEDY and S CHED M INPTS would achieve similar levels of performance. Com-

(a) S CHED G REEDY

(b) S CHED M INPTS

Figure 9: Makespan of processing V3 with C LUS D ENSITY
on SW1 using (a) S CHED G REEDY, and (b) S CHED M INPTS
(bars show variants clustered with and without data reuse).
The black line shows the lower-bound time if all threads
finish simultaneously (i.e., no cores are idle).

paring each makespan to the lower-bound time, assuming
no cores are idle, the slowdown for S CHED G REEDY and
S CHED M INPTS is 13.5% and 33.0%, respectively. Since
S CHED G REEDY performs well across all experimental scenarios (Figure 8), and is less sensitive to the parameter
distribution (unlike S CHED M INPTS, Figure 9), we conclude
that S CHED G REEDY is a more robust scheduling heuristic.
In summary, using C LUS D ENSITY, VARIANT D BSCAN is
between 727% (SW4, V2 ) and 2209% (SW2, V1 ) faster than
the reference implementation on SW- datasets.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Increasing volumes of scientific data are becoming more
challenging to analyze, and scientists have to overcome the
key problem of how to efficiently evaluate a variety of scientific models for a given dataset. Variant-based parallelism,
as described in this paper, shows great promise for helping
to overcome these types of problems. In space weather
applications it could contribute towards accelerated natural
hazard warning systems. Our approach allows for concurrent

clustering of a dataset using multiple parameters. We maximize clustering throughput by mitigating the memory bottleneck through efficient indexing, reducing computation and
memory pressure by reusing results of previously executed
variants, and by optimizing the order of variant execution
through scheduling heuristics. We also find that in the case
where low data reuse occurs between variants, the overhead
of reusing data is not prohibitive in comparison to clustering
the variant from scratch. Our combination of techniques
significantly outperforms a sequential implementation across
a wide range of application scenarios and input parameters
on real-world datasets.
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